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found in the Scientific Programme and in the App. For the virtual EAN is working with several partner societies and organizing European Federation of Autonomic Societies
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Activities of Resident and Research Fellow Section (RRFS)

Visit the virtual RRFS booth.

During the virtual congress, you can get up-to-date information about membership, travel grants, education and other activities.

National representatives meeting

13:00 - 14:00 – Saturday, 23 May

All RRFS National Representatives are invited to join this meeting.

Special Session

16:45 - 18:15, Room C01r – Sunday, 24 May

Round Table Discussion with former RRFS Fellowship winners

General Assembly

14:15 – 15:00 – Monday, 25 May

All RRFS members are invited to join the RRFS General Assembly to vote on the next treasurer of the RRFS office. A link to join this meeting is sent to all participants.

RRFS at the Scientific theatre

Several talks by RRFS members are given at the Scientific Theatre. Please see the complete schedule.

Welcome to the EAN Virtual Booth: Visit every part of the Booth to find out more about our new virtual event.

See the complete schedule.

Contact us at headoffice@ean.org.

Virtual Congress 2020 – how to be involved

Take part and benefit from our newly created virtual items:

Join us at the virtual EAN booth

Welcome to the EAN Virtual Booth. Visit every part of the Booth to find out more about the EAN and all different parts. Download all apps and join our community looking with special features. Book a 5-minute slot for a speed-pitch and our staff will be there for you.

Get all information on our different membership programmes, people behind EAN, the EAN Board as well as the EAN Head Office.

At all times there is a live-chat available, where all participants can introduce the speakers.

Information on EAN publications and EAN Scientific Panels - not only on point membership, but also about these panels in analysis to do in the future.

Use the virtual printer:

Print out your programme as JPEG file for you - four study programmes outside the EAN congress, online learning possibilities or fellowships.

EAN is working with several partner societies and organizing its Scientific Programme and in the App. For the virtual congress 2020 special agreements have been made with:

EFAS - European Federation of Autonomic Societies

IFCN-EMEAC - International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology - Europe - Middle East - Africa Chapter

MDS-ES - Movement Disorders Society - European Section

Neurohood: Visit our NPI partners' exhibition area in the EAN Neurohood!

Cooperation

Many thanks to our Premium sponsors: